
 

Petti Ruffle Romper (made with RUFFLE 

FABRIC*) 

 

 

 

 

 



Sizing chart for petti romper (made with RUFFLE FABRIC): 

CUT 2 

Size  length  x  width  fabric yardage (incl.test strip) 

0-6m  14”  x  17”  ¾ yd 

12-18m  16.5”  x  19”  ¾ yd 

2t  18.5”  x  21”  ¾ yd 

3t  20”  x  23”  1 yd 

4t  21”  x  24”  1 yd 

5t  22”  x  24.5”  1yd 

 

For instant download ebooks please visit  http://whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/ 

Etsy shop: www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/  

Blog:  http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/ 

For questions please email  whimsycouture@hotmail.com 

Thank you so much for using this pattern! 

Copyright  © Whimsy Couture, 2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent) 
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This style romper has rows of shirring sewn in ready manufactured *ruffle fabric. Ruffle fabric is 

provided by http://www.rufflefabric.com/  

This fabric is stunning by itself and can be used for many easy sewing projects. I specifically designed this 

romper to be made from ONLY such ruffle fabric!  

The fabric style comes in several options: 

 Miniature ruffles 

Ruffles measure 1/2" each 

Fabric width: 48- 50"  

Ruffle length: 1/2" 

 Solid ruffle fabric 

Fabric width: 48-50"  

Ruffle length: 1" 

 2 Inch Ruffle Fabric  

Fabric width: 45"  

Ruffle length: 2"  

Fabric repeat: 1 1/4" (2" ruffles overlap each other- 1 1/4" of each ruffle shows) 

 

List of required materials: 

 Ruffle fabric (others might not bring the same result/fit) 

 Sewing machine 

 Serger/overlock machine (optional) 

 Elastic thread 

 Scissors 

 Iron (optional) 

 Sewing machine needle suitable for delicate knits (ball point needle or other) 

 

 

 

http://www.rufflefabric.com/
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For the first section I used the fabric SOLID RUFFLE FABRIC in SWEETHEARTS in hot pink and red 

CASCADING RUFFLES from RUFFLEFABRIC.COM 

For this style romper you want to have your sewing machine sew very well with elastic thread! This 

fabric is very thin and stretchy so any rows of sewn elastic will pull the fabric closer together making 

the romper tighter. I calculated normal shrinking into the sizing which means your ruffle fabric will 

shrink to under half of its original width! It’s best to do a test piece of about 5x44” and sew rows of 

elastic every 1/4” to test the stretchability. If your machine is set correctly your piece of shirred ruffle 

fabric will end up measuring about 20” in width but still have a good amount of stretch when pulled 

apart.  This is important for wearing and comfort! Go now to page 4 and come back once done testing. 

If that is not the case you want to double check your machine’s setting and necessarily adjust the 

tension in the lower bobbin compartment. Although this can be tricky I found this tutorial on how to 

adjust this tension yourself: 

http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/2010/08/no-more-shirring-problems-ever.html 

http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/2010/01/tutorial-how-to-shirr-fabric.html 

To begin - cut your fabric: 

Choose your size from the sizing chart and cut 2 panels with the ruffles going across: 

 

 

 

 

http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/2010/08/no-more-shirring-problems-ever.html
http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/2010/01/tutorial-how-to-shirr-fabric.html
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To cut the crotch: 

Print the crotch cutouts and choose the size that corresponds best with the size you are making. 

Measure the center of the fabric panel along the bottom and place your template right into the middle 

and pin. Your legs should be of the same size: 

 

Trim carefully around template. This should now be your romper piece (repeat with other panel): 
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To sew in the elastic: 

Wind some elastic manually onto your bobbin. I use the brand shown but any brand available at 

craft/fabric stores will be fine! Wind the thread tight but not too tight. You can pull slightly on your 

elastic thread while you are winding it up. 

 

Insert the bobbin with the elastic thread into your lower part of your machine and thread the upper 

with regular thread. Leave several inches of both threads hanging out when you start. Insert your fabric 

into your sewing machine with right sides up. Set your machine to the longest stitch length and the 

tension to 2-3. Sew right along the edge (seam allowance should be about ¼-3/8” from the outer edge. 

No need to hem the raw edge, your fabric won’t unravel. 

Be sure to check while you are sewing if your elastic thread has not jumped out from over the bobbin. 

That sometimes happens and will make your elastic not being gathered. If that happens rewind your 

elastic thread!  

While sewing, fold back the ruffles that are flipped over the area you are sewing. This process is slow 

going but the result will be stunning!  
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Once you have sewn the first line lift the needle and lift up your presser foot. Turn your fabric around 

and gently pull out some of the elastic thread (and upper thread) so you’ll enough slack to start sewing 

the second row without having the cut threads. Sew your second row about half a presser foot besides 

the first row.  

NOTE: sewing close rows of elastics thread which is 3/8” in distance will achieve a very tight fit of the 

shirred fabric resulting in a tighter fit of the romper. If your machine sews shirring TOO tight you want 

to skip one row and sew your elastic in a distance of 0.5 inch! The ruffle fabric allows for both! You 

can easily see the different rows between the ruffles! 

 I made my second romper with the wider distance and it came out nicely as well! (shown on 

page 9) 

 If your sewn area with elastic thread does not gather up at all and your machine got adjusted 

then please see my tip on page 12! 
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Once you are done sewing the entire panel (including the legs), repeat with other panel. These should 

now be your finished shirred romper pieces: 

They look tightly sewn which is normal with the delicate fabric! Make sure though that your romper 

pieces still stretch nicely! You won’t be able to fully stretch the panels to the original widths but you 

should be able to stretch it out several inches without putting too much stress onto the rows of elastic 

thread! 
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To sew both romper pieces together: 

Place both romper pieces with right sides together making sure all ruffles on the inside are facing down 

(this can be a lengthy process but will be worth the effort in order to make this romper perfect), pin the 

side and sew with a TIGHT straight stitch (stitch length set to 1.5-1.75) and a seam allowance of 0.5 inch. 

Backstitch beginning and end: 

 

Repeat with other side. 

This should now be your almost finished romper: 
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To sew the crotch: 

Align all ruffles on the inside and then pin the crotch area. Sew with a TIGHT straight stitch (tension 

again between 1.5-1.75) and a seam allowance of 0.5 inch. Backstitch beginning and end: 

 

This is now your sewn crotch area: 
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Finishing the seams: 

Before you serge/overcast the side seams on the inside of the romper (this is optional and 

recommended for a finished look), please check along the sides and crotch area if all elastic threads 

have been sewn over! This is VERY important as a loose elastic thread can pull out of the side seam and 

make the romper’s stitches unravel! If you see one not being sewn over, sew over this area with a tight 

straight stitch! 

Example for sewing a romper with the less tight elastic shirring (recommended if you want your 

romper to fit more loose): 

As I mentioned earlier in this tutorial some sewing machines might sew a much tighter stitch when 

working with elastic thread. Once you have test sewn a piece of this ruffle fabric and find it a bit too 

tight you want to sew your elastic thread rows in every 0.5 inch versus every 3/8 inch (which is a regular 

presser foot’s width) 

Sew your elastic thread rows right into the middle of the ruffles: 
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Here is my finished romper from the inside. You can see my rows of elastic being part about 0.5 inch. I 

also serged the inner raw seams to give my romper a professional finish: 

 

Optional: 

You can add a ribbon to make halter ties. Heat seal the ends of your ribbon (or use fray stop – available 

at fabric stores). Pin your straight edge of your ribbon to the inside of your romper and sew with a 

matching color thread. Backstitch beginning and end. 

The placement for ties may be ¼ to 1/3 away from the sides. 
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                                                                                                               With ribbon ties added: 

                             

Romper made with CASCADING RUFFLES in SWEETHEART pink/red: 
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TIP: 

If your shirring does not look tight you may steam press your romper from the inside! Set your iron to 

MED to LOW heat with steam and gently hold it over the shirring. DO NOT fully place the iron onto your 

romper: 

 

 

For instant download ebooks please visit  http://whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/ 

Etsy shop: www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/  

Blog:  http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/ 

For questions please email  whimsycouture@hotmail.com 

Thank you so much for using this pattern! 

Copyright  © Whimsy Couture, 2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent) 
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Lacy Romper Crotch TemplatesPetti Ruffle


